AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE CYBERSECURITY + HACKERS
CONFERENCE & EXPO + NOVEMBER 7-8, 2019 + LAS VEGAS

ALL-ACCESS BADGE
4 CO-LOCATED CONFERENCES

One Pass Gives You Access To All Four Co-Located Conferences!
Register for any conference and enjoy all-access to every keynote, session, networking event, and exhibitions for all four co-located conferences.

Co-Located With

AUTOMATED DRIVING SYSTEMS CONFERENCE & EXPO
NOVEMBER 7-8, 2019 LAS VEGAS

LAST MILE DELIVERY CONFERENCE & EXPO
NOVEMBER 7-8, 2019 LAS VEGAS

INTERNET of CARS CONFERENCE & EXPO
NOVEMBER 7-8, 2019 LAS VEGAS

Register Before April 26, 2019 and Save Up to $200
AVC+H

This cutting-edge conference brings together academia, industry, transit and fleet operators, insurers, and legislatures to discuss their plans for safe connected and autonomous vehicles and to identify and address cyber vulnerabilities & threats.

Presentations and Panel Discussions Include:
- Cyber Vulnerabilities & Threats
- V2N Vulnerabilities & Threats
- V2V Vulnerabilities & Threats
- Safety By Design
- IoC Internet Of Cars
- Intrusion Forecasting And Prediction Models
- Cybersecurity Modeling
- Cybersecurity Best Practices
- Cybersecurity Technologies
- IPS Intrusion Prevention Systems
- IDS Intrusion Detection Systems
- Remediation
- Encryption, Authentication And Virtualization
- System Update
- AI-Based Cybersecurity Technology
- Incident Response
- Cybersecurity Situational Awareness
- N-Vehicle Network
- Testing Vulnerabilities
- Damage Assessment
- Software Update
- Cyber Safety & Brand Value
- Attack Surface
- Human-Interaction
- Privacy Protections

Need more information?
Registration information for Conference Attendees and Sponsors, please visit our website at Nordtree.com or you may call us at (703) 596-1203

Updated Agenda & Speakers List? Please visit:
Nordtree.com/cybersecurity/AVC+H

Register Now!
Call (703) 596-1203  Email sales@nordtree.com  Website Nordtree.com
Why?

In addition to attending news-making AVC+H Conference sessions, you will be able to meet with decision makers and successful companies who can help structure benefits for your own organization.

- Discuss short-term and long-term capabilities development is with important industry and government speakers who can give you an accurate industry report
- Identify and monitor the capabilities and required technologies, including identifying those in progress, those planned, and those for which no current plans exist
- Learn about new US and European programs, learn about what has been done and what is being planned
- Meet and build relationships with officials, policy makers and regulators from federal, state and local governments
- Find out what you need to know to successfully compete for hundreds of millions of dollars available in business opportunities to help your research and development
- Participate in forums with high-level industry participants and make your voice heard in an interactive dynamic environment

Business Opportunities

Need more information or a registration form?
Would you like information on becoming a participant at the AVC+H?
Contact us at (703) 596-1203 or Email at sales@nordtree.com
CONFERENCE AUDIENCE

The conference is aimed at a high profile audience from industry including autonomous vehicle Engineers and Program Managers, R&D engineers, AI & ML scientists, fleet-data scientists, researchers, as well as transit and fleet operators, insurers, academia and government.

- Senior executives responsible for, and who influence, strategy within the AVC+Hs programs
- Scientists and Researchers who are working on near-term solutions to immediate operational needs. Program Managers who are working on long term required key capabilities
- Engineers who will update you on the progress and solutions in progress to resolve long-standing challenges
- Legislatures from federal, state and local governments
- Senior executives from industry who are looking for solutions and partners
- US as well as international automotive manufacturers
- Journalists and press from trade and industry publications

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Need more information or a registration form? Would you like information on becoming a participant at the AVC+H? Contact us at (703) 596-1203 or Email at sales@nordtree.com

Updated Agenda & Speakers List? Please visit:
Nordtree.com/cybersecurity/AVC+H

Register Now!
Call (703) 596-1203  Email sales@nordtree.com  Website Nordtree.com